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As I sit here finishing this weeks issue, putting the final touches in .... 
The White House has been invaded! What in the world is going on? I can not imagine a more
disrespectful act. I am pretty sure some of the people of the United States of America have

lost the little bit they had been hanging on to. It is not my job to judge, I just don't understand!
Less than 12 hours ago I was happy. I thought I had a clear mind, and I was ready to take on

the work at hand for the day. I am going to try my hardest to focus on that.  
For the first time since March 2020, I had my hair professionally done. Not a huge deal to

most, but something that had been really bringing my mental down. The dreaded 40 brought
me to the realization that the fucking future is here. You know, you have kids and always say...

"I will lose some weight when I can stop cooking these ridiculous meals for my kids", or "
When my kids are older I will have more time to work out". How about, "One of these days I
will learn to like healthier food. Right now though Imma enjoy this burger!" It just happened

that when the world started falling apart, I chose to pull my shit together. 
I have been eating much better, moving around a bit more, and just taking better general care
of my inner and outer self. I learned a craft and lost some 15 year old "baby weight", lmao. By

the way, You know what really sucks? Losing weight in a pandemic! This shit means no trying
on clothes. Trust me too, when they say not to, don't try them. I had a swat team of Ross

employees on me in less than 90 seconds after slipping on some jeans to see what size I now
wear. I attempted to explain and was very quickly reminded that not one of them gave a fuck!
Damn it I deserve to squeeze into a new pair of jeans after giving up on non stretchy pants 10

or so years ago. Anyways, we made it out safe and now I have new hair and new jeans!!!
I was asked a couple days ago if I had made any resolutions. My answer was no. There was not

a second thought in my mind when I said "2020 brought me too much happiness to want to
make any resolutions". I want to keep moving in a positive direction and let life take me

where it will. Making a resolution to me just seems like wanting more than what I have. I am
the only person that can make that happen though... So, I choose to do just that. I am not

going to make a resolution per se, I am however going to make a promise to myself. I promise
to keep working towards happiness. I promise to be respectful of myself and others, and I
promise to release more of the negativity in my life. I hope you will all join me. Don't make

one of those basic resolutions. make a promise to take care of yourself!
 

 
 

We are not out of the woods yet, and would love to have some additional help so we
can bring this magazine back to printed life! If you are able to donate, here's the link. If
you would like to support by purchasing ad space in the weekly online magazine, see

page (10)
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https://texasinked.com/store/donations
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First prediction that we all foresee and have been promised from
our government officials is a steadily available vaccine for the
coronavirus.
This has been in the works for months, and in December we were
finally shown promise of a vaccine that would be made available to
all citizens. After it was distributed to essential worker it was time
for distribution of the general public.
Predictions indicate that based on the number of people who
actually receive the vaccine and continue to follow recommended
guidelines, the prediction is that we’ll be allowed to completely
abandon quarantine and reopen the country for good by mid-May 
of 2021.
*crossing our fingers*

The dreaded return of the early 2000’s fashion
trends. You read that right, Gen Z and younger

millennials are reintroducing the fashion trends
from the early 2000s.

 Low rise jeans are replacing the skinny jean trend,
crop tops have completely taken over the feminine

section of stores, even the harsh dirty blonde
highlights, and thin eyebrows are coming back. If
you’re the type to follow fashion trends, then you

should make a quick trip to your storage unit or the
boxes you abandoned at your parents’ house.

Currently Gen Z is taking to TikTok to show off the
“vintage” items they thrifted and showing off their

new grunge aesthetic.
As we enter the new era of fashion and trending

aesthetics we begin to see women purchasing older
Juicy Couture track suits. 

Men are returning to the polo under their sweaters. 
Tiny metal hoop belts that go across the stomach,

and hooped earrings.
 Fashion trends predict the return of the 2000s.

The last decade has been a time of expansion for the makeup
community. It has been a time where evening makeup and
runway looks became accessible to average person after makeup
artists took their artistry to YouTube, go to love the internet. 
Skin care and natural makeup became a trend during quarantine
when dressing up was no longer the same luxury as before since
we were unable to go out and show ourselves off. 
During quarantine everyone seeking to eliminate the acne
brought on by their face masks took to the internet to introduce
their skin care secrets for glowing luminous skin; thus setting the
new trend for minimal makeup and refreshed looking skin. 
Prediction for 2021 is that we expect for all makeup wearers to
tone down their usual heavy routine and trade it in for a lighter
and more natural look.

Welcome to 2021!Welcome to 2021!Welcome to 2021!

 Vulgar.Vanity

Quarantine Free by May

Fashion: trending 2000's

Clean Makeup & Glowing Skin

Continued on next pg
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2020 we experienced a great recession, but in 2021 it is
predicted that we’ll witness a surge in virtual financial growth
and near the close of the printed currency. Investors, the
financially literate, and the wealthy are all aware of the
potential held by both Bitcoin & Dogecoin. 
In the year of 2021 the prediction is that Dogecoin will rise to
$1 by the end of the year.
Bitcoin itself is on the rise and is expected to become a major
form of currency and have a massive growth expansion as well
as substantial price increase. 
Be a smart investor!

Predicting that quarantine will be lifted by mid-May of 2021,
we can also predict that we’ll be allowed to travel soon

after! 
We had restrictions in place for good reason, but my oh my,

aren’t we all excited to spend hours at the airport and
venture out far away from the homes we’ve been stuck in

for a year. 
Travel boomed during the holidays despite the pandemic,

and it is predicted that flight prices will increase in June and
should be booming that same month. Travel is expected to

boom once the restrictions have been lifted.

Welcome to 2021!Welcome to 2021!Welcome to 2021!

Bitcoin & Dogecoin

Travel

Continued

Article written by @vulgarvanity  ~ Give her a follow on IG, and check back weekly for more!
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FEATUREDFEATUREDFEATURED
This Months

If you know you know! We don't
judge!

The Bella + Canvas t-shirt feels soft and
light, with just the right amount of

stretch. It's comfortable and the unisex
cut is flattering for both men and women.
We can't compliment this shirt enough –

it's one of our crowd favorites. And it's
sure to be your next favorite too!100%

combed and ring-spun cotton

Texas Inked "Hubby" Tee
$29.00+ s/h

Check Out All Our Products www.texasinked.com/shopCheck Out All Our Products www.texasinked.com/shopCheck Out All Our Products www.texasinked.com/shop

https://texasinked.com/store/texasinkedhubbytee
https://texasinked.com/store/texasinkedhubbytee
https://texasinked.com/shop
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Let us help you reach the Texas Arts Community...

$ 500
FUL L  PAGE  MONTHLY

2021 Price List

$300
HALF  PAGE  MONTHLY

*Additional fees apply for ad design, 4 weeks = 1 month

Now Hiring  ||  Grand Opening  ||  new artist announcement  ||  Products  ||  sales  ||  promo
email us for more information : Info@texasinked.com
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